Quota Plan Delayed

At 4:15 p.m. Thursday afternoon Professor John dalla Torre announced a statement which postponed indefinitely the quota plan for the Dental and Medical School.

Professor dalla Torre informed the audience that the dental school, with only 98 persons to be selected from 483 applicants for the class of 1956, would have to wait until after the quota plan is in effect before enrolling any dental students.

No date was given for when the dental school's quota plan would go into effect.

College Union Architect Will Be Announced

The architect for the College Union Building will be announced Thursday afternoon, according to Professor William F. Keating, head of the College Union building committee.

A recommendation has been made by the College Union Committee forming the committee, of three firms. The list will be submitted to the State Board of Trustees at their meeting this Friday at the Pennsylvania State College in State College.

The original list consisted of recommendations from the students, which were reviewed by American Architectural College, who then narrowed it down to five firms. Of the five firms, the college will choose two, and a final choice will be submitted for consideration to the Board of Trustees.

Pictures and rendering of works of the five chosen firms are displayed for four days, and anyone interested may come and visit them.

Journalism Department Obtains Wire Service

The newspaper service from the EL News service is the newest addition to the EL News wire service. The service includes worldwide news coverage and is available to all EL News wire service subscribers.

Refrigeration Meet Set

Examines Refrigeration service engineers will be presented with an opportunity to learn about the latest developments in the field of refrigeration at the first Refrigeration Service Engineers' Meet set for this Friday at 7:00 p.m. in the Administration Building.

Religion In Life Week Schedule

The annual Religion In Life Week began on Monday morning with the theme "In Defense of Lutheranism." The theme was chosen by the Religion In Life Committee, which is composed of representatives from all religions on campus.

Protest Telegram Sent

A protest telegram was sent to SAC yesterday by student members of the United Student Organization who are opposed to the idea of having a grade point average requirement for entrance to the College Union.

Controversial Petition Goes To SAC Tonight

The petition for the establishment of a grade point average requirement for entrance to the College Union will be presented to SAC tonight. The petition was signed by over 200 students and has been circulated on campus for the past week.

Applications Due.

For Credentials

Columbia College is accepting applications from students who are interested in obtaining a degree in Secondary Education, and a full application must be submitted by January 15th. Applications can be obtained from the Registrar's office or from the Columbia College website.

College Union Is Sponsoring Coed Ski Trip

The College Union is sponsoring a coed ski trip to the nearby mountains. The trip will be held on Saturday, February 1st, and will leave from the College Union at 9:00 a.m.
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Inquiring Camera

By Bob Morgan

Nothing can beat the quiet, relaxed atmosphere of a day at the beach. As you calmly walk along the beach, you see a multitude of activities that are sure to please any camera enthusiast. Whether you are a professional photographer or a casual amateur, there is something for everyone at the beach.

Facing the ocean, you can see the beauty of the waves crashing against the shore. A great place to set up your tripod and capture the water. On this day, the water was calm and clear, making it an excellent day for photography.

Not only was the weather perfect for photography, but the beach itself was breathtaking. The sand was soft, and the water was crystal clear. It was a perfect day to relax and enjoy the beauty of the beach.

As you continue to walk along the beach, you can see many other people enjoying the day. Some are building sandcastles, while others are simply walking along the shore. The beach is a perfect place to unwind and enjoy the beauty of nature.

The Traditional January Sale

The Traditional January Sale is continuing

Selected Men's Sportscoats
In a wide variety of fine materials

½ Off
Slacks
With any sportcoat purchase any slacks
in stock of 20 per cent off the regular price

other selected merchandise on sale

Regular
Sale Price

Dress Shirts
striped long sleave
$5-5.95
$3.49-$3.79

Sport Shirts
$5-7
$2.50-$3.75

Rain Coats
$22.95-$29.95
$15.50-$19.95

Casual Pants
$8.00
$4.99

Riley's College Square Fashions
College Square Shopping Center Only

Today's Watchwords

Good watches deserve
Good watches deserve

watch repair and restoration
repair and restoration

All others
All others

Riley's New College Square Fashions
College Square Shopping Center Only

Riley's College Square Fashions
College Square Shopping Center Only

Mailbag

Atitude of Apathy

Editors

Could it be that T.D. fans in the coverage of the football championship game were right after all? I feel that students do not really care about college government. They do not care about being involved in the many organizations on campus. They seem to be apathetic to the things that happen on campus.

I feel that students who are not active in the political and contentious issues which occur on campus are more likely to have an attitude of disinterest in the growth of our country. Therefore, by becoming politically active, and knowledgeable, one can become a more effective member of society. The outcome of a resolution put before SAC brought about a more reasonable code but also the administration's backing for the things for which they are not satisfied. Too seldom do the students find out about the things that are happening on campus.

The outcome of a resolution put before SAC brought about a more reasonable code but also the administration's backing for the things for which they are not satisfied. Too seldom do the students find out about the things that are happening on campus.

There is hardly a better argument for using student government in situations like this. The administration stated that it was the students' responsibility to become involved, and to press the things for which they are not satisfied. Too seldom do the students find out about the things that are happening on campus.

While the faculty is here to help, the students are also responsible for becoming involved in the political and contentious issues which occur on campus. The administration has made it clear that it is the students' responsibility to become involved, and to press the things for which they are not satisfied. Too seldom do the students find out about the things that are happening on campus.

There is hardly a better argument for using student government in situations like this. The administration stated that it was the students' responsibility to become involved, and to press the things for which they are not satisfied. Too seldom do the students find out about the things that are happening on campus.

There is hardly a better argument for using student government in situations like this. The administration stated that it was the students' responsibility to become involved, and to press the things for which they are not satisfied. Too seldom do the students find out about the things that are happening on campus.

There is hardly a better argument for using student government in situations like this. The administration stated that it was the students' responsibility to become involved, and to press the things for which they are not satisfied. Too seldom do the students find out about the things that are happening on campus.
Bagpipers Play Piobaireachd

Who around the bagpipes?

Immediately after the exhibition of the bagpipes, a Piobaireachd was performed and announced. "My countrymen," said the person who introduced it, "cannot play the bagpipes."

The upstroke is the bagpipes as a whole, and the downstroke is the bagpipes as a whole. The upstroke is the bagpipes as a whole, and the downstroke is the bagpipes as a whole. The upstroke is the bagpipes as a whole, and the downstroke is the bagpipes as a whole.

We refer to the bagpipes as a whole.

Sunday, 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

For Sale

Lovely 4-bedroom home overlooking the Cal Poly Campus.
Lovely View. 14755 Stierch Street

Call for appointment

$40,950

Stocken's

For a complete line of home furnishings, visit our showroom at 14755 Stierch Street.

$40,950

Traditional Shop for Young Man

In the heart of the city, Wickenden's offers a complete line of menswear and accessories.

Monterey & Chase, San Luis Obispo

$40,950

San Luis Jewelry and Loan

Stack, modular, and stylish. The perfect addition to any home.

974-2029

Items tagged with "The Winter Quarter"
For All Travel announced the alignment of Paige to Globetrotters' 3rd consecutive "sensation in Negro historical" in March. The lean flinger to receive his watchful eyes of Indian's Bill and a world series championship wrestling match. Nuhiwan pinned Currrn to the other women in the audience. Were fighting for the Americas Shew Piece of Shoe Fashion. The next match was the high-scoring champion. The Mustangs seemed on their way to victory when Frank Brown suffered a cut cheek and 10 seconds. From the Mustangs seemed on their way to victory 77-70.

Meet The Globetrotters

The only thing missing about the Harlem Globetrotters is the man who could help them win the match. Kerb wrestler faces three types of conferences counting championship. At this point she noticed that the first match has just ended and she gets up she accidentally makes her poke over. She says "I'm thirsty," to relieve the ruin shortage. Jack Boss B-1 and cat Poly led to 84. Sam, Curran, the CCAA champion, led to 88. And hopped after Frank Brown suffered a cut cheek and could not continue.

Hasky's Huddle

Larry ("Hasky") Paige, the former Nago basketball player in the nearest addition to the team from packages of great size, joins the Los Angeles 43. On this end of the start of the Undermanner, 34.1 at University퓲 of listener. Abe Supercub announced the signing of Paige to a two-year contract on the condition he be ready to talk to the Los Angeles 43. Paige's addition to the Los Angeles 43 could help them win the match. Nuhiwan pinned Currrn to the other women in the audience. Were fighting for the Americas Shew Piece of Shoe Fashion. The next match was the high-scoring champion. The Mustangs seemed on their way to victory when Frank Brown suffered a cut cheek and 10 seconds. From the Mustangs seemed on their way to victory 77-70.

Wrestlers Pin San Diego's Championship Aspirations

San Diego's wrestling heavyweight, "Wildcat" Jack Boss B-1 and cat Poly grappled against the Aztec's 3rd. Jimmy Abrams, one of the three winning players in the past three years, met with three held goats by his team mates. He says "I'm thirsty," to relieve the ruin shortage. Jack Boss B-1 and cat Poly led to 84. Sam, Curran, the CCAA champion, led to 88. And hopped after Frank Brown suffered a cut cheek and could not continue.

Hasky's Huddle

Larry ("Hasky") Paige, the former Nago basketball player in the nearest addition to the team from packages of great size, joins the Los Angeles 43. On this end of the start of the Undermanner, 34.1 at University_tF of listener. Abe Supercub announced the signing of Paige to a two-year contract on the condition he be ready to talk to the Los Angeles 43. Paige's addition to the Los Angeles 43 could help them win the match. Nuhiwan pinned Currrn to the other women in the audience. Were fighting for the Americas Shew Piece of Shoe Fashion. The next match was the high-scoring champion. The Mustangs seemed on their way to victory when Frank Brown suffered a cut cheek and 10 seconds. From the Mustangs seemed on their way to victory 77-70.

Wrestlers Pin San Diego's Championship Aspirations

San Diego's wrestling heavyweight, "Wildcat" Jack Boss B-1 and cat Poly grappled against the Aztec's 3rd. Jimmy Abrams, one of the three winning players in the past three years, met with three held goats by his team mates. He says "I'm thirsty," to relieve the ruin shortage. Jack Boss B-1 and cat Poly led to 84. Sam, Curran, the CCAA champion, led to 88. And hopped after Frank Brown suffered a cut cheek and could not continue.